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 player with option of subtitles and EnglishQ: Redirection to previous page from jsp in another jsp I am using struts 1.3.10. I
have a jsp page with a menu in which when a user clicks a menu item, I redirect to another jsp page. The problem is the user has
to refresh the page to be able to go back to the menu. Is there a way to prevent the user from having to refresh the page and just
go back to the menu? My code goes as follows: In Menu.jsp, when the user clicks on the "Root" menu item, he is redirected to
Root.jsp. This is how I do it: "> The user gets to Root.jsp successfully. Then he is redirected to another jsp page. I would like

that after he clicks on the menu item, he gets redirected to Root.jsp instead of the second jsp page. Any help is appreciated. A:
This is quite a difficult scenario to solve. The first part of your question (where to redirect) can be answered easily using the url
of the current page (if you have the information of the current page). If you have access to the current url, like this: Then you
can create another action like this: public String redirect() { return "/" + destination.toString() + ".jsp"; } To get to the current

url, just use the var. The next part of your question, where you redirect to the menu, is harder to answer. One approach you
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could take is to use javascript. Say you want to redirect to the "menu" action of the current page, something like this:
$("button[id*=menu]").click(function() { window.location = ""; }); That would redirect to the menu action (of the current

page). That should also work for your 82157476af
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